BUILDING MAINTENANCE FUND  
in memory of  
Al Gorin from Beth & Joel  
Jean Hirsch from Debra Cox  
Bernard Leviton from Cox Family  
Joseph Friedman from Sue Leftwich

FACILITY FUND  
in memory of  
Daniel Schoenberg from The Rabens Family

GENERAL OPERATING FUND  
in memory of  
Fannie Geller from Cecille Wolochuk  
Danny Schoenberg from Rachel and Ari Margolis

INCLUSION FUND  
in honor of  
Jack Birnbaum's Bar Mitzvah from Jason & Laura Birnbaum

         in memory of  
         Adelaide Friedman from Sue and Steve Leftwich

JEREMY BRUDER MERMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND  
in memory of  
Shirley Bob from Joel and Beth Spenadel  
Fradelle Jahn from Lynn Wypych

LANDSCAPE FUND  
in celebration of  
the birth of Alexander Rafael Hason Leudke from Barbara and Mark Turner

         in honor of  
         the birth of Alexander Luedtke from Craid and Ellen Mandel

         in memory of  
         Helen Kalwat from Jerry and Julie Kalwat

LIBRARY FUND  
in celebration of the Birth and Bris of David Peter Korzun from Lori & Tim

         in honor of  
         Book Club with Rachel Kamin from Eileen Landau
in memory of
Samuel G Bobb from Lorna and Robert

**LOUIS & BETTYE KAPLAN SOCIAL ACTION FUND**

in honor of
the wedding of Rachel Johnson and Carly Helman from Anne and Harvey Stein

in memory of
Shirley Bob, Rabbi Simcha Bob's mother from Rabbi Michael and Karen Zedek

mazel tov to
Mary and Ron Hason on the birth of their grandson Alexander Rafael Hason Luedtke from Beryl & Roberta Jacobson

**MUSIC FUND**

in memory of
Dan Schoenberg from Eileen and Bruce Rosenberg
Boris Frumkin from Ellie Lapidus
Dan Schoenberg from Jack and Julie Mandru
Mike Masters from Lorna and Robert
Dan Schoenberg from Lynn and Bob Sullivan

**PRAYER BOOK FUND**

in memory of
Cat Pryde, a generous and loving woman from Eileen Landau

**RABBI COSNOWSKY’S DISCRETIONARY FUND**

in honor of
Evan Hurwitz's baby naming from Jack and Lydia Corn
Jack Birnbaum becoming a Bar Mitzvah from Jason & Laura Birnbaum
the marriage of Rachel Johnson & Carly Helman from Karen Friedman & Richard Johnson
the birth of David Peter Korzun from Ken and Marcey Siegel

in memory of
Cheri Chaney from Amy & Kurt Sterling
Clarice Lifson from Andrew and Sharon Roth
Gad Jacobson from Beryl Jacobson
Cat Pryde from Eileen, Susan, Scott and the kidlets
Harvey Honig from Irene Honig
Rachael Honig from Irene Honig
Glenda Armin from Irene Honig
Cynthia Marmer from Jerry and Julie Kalwat
Eva Retzky from Joanne Gallagher
Sol Retzky from Joanne Gallagher
Edie Bernstein from Joel Bernstein
Jordon Frank from Judith Lernor
Walter Benario from Julie and Howard Benario
Honora Benario from Julie and Howard Benario
Gregg Benario from Julie and Howard Benario
Richard Sefman from Julie and Howard Benario
Suzanne Sefman from Julie and Howard Benario
Benjamin Sefman from Julie and Howard Benario
Jean Sefman from Julie and Howard Benario
Dana Sefman from Julie and Howard Benario
Irma Mannheimer from Julie and Howard Benario
Dora Samson from Julie and Howard Benario
Paula Kahn from Julie and Howard Benario
Shirley Bob from Ken and Marcey Siegel
Florine Hemmings from Margaret Seres
Daniel Schoenberg from Robert and Elaine Davison
Clarice Lifson from The Burstein Family
Shirley Bob from Ursula and Werner Ulrich

mazel tov to
Michelle and Tim Barrett in honor of Abbey's marriage from Andrea Feldmar

RABBI KAMIL'S DISCRETIONARY FUND
in celebration of
the birth of Matan Kamil from Kathy and Alan Leis

in memory of
Ellen Hummel from John Hummel

RABBI BOB'S DISCRETIONARY FUND
in memory of
Herb and David Lucks from Audrey Ridlen
Shirley Bob and in honor of Rabbi Bob’s wonderful teaching from Barry and Nancy Rich
Shirley Bob from Cody Gierat
Shirley Bob from Craig and Ellen Mandel
Shirley Bob from Dan and Fran Dvorkin
Shirley Bob from David Baruch
Shirley Bob from Diane and Bill Kleiber
Shirley Bob from Elise and John Ciribassi
Shirley Bob from Eric Blaustein
Shirley Bob from Gail Farr
Shirley Bob from Gilda and Paul Ross
Shirley Bob from Jerry and Julie Kalwat
Shirley Bob from Judy and Gene Krasnow
Shirley Bob from Kathy and Alan Leis
Shirley Bob from Margaret Seres
Shirley Bob from Marilyn and Marv Wigder
Shirley Bob from Michael Field
Shirley Bob from Mike & Cynde Sawyer
Shirley Bob from Mike Marion
Shirley Bob from Paulette & Ron
Shirley Bob from The Beckmann And Tessel Family
Shirley Bob from The Clark Family

**RITUAL & RELIGIOUS FUND**
in memory of
Daniel Schoenberg from Elise Stern Ciribassi

**ROBERT SCOTT SAMUELS SCHOLARSHIP FUND**
in memory of
Ethel Samuels from Steve Samuels
Robert Scott Samuels from Steve Samuels

**SOPHIE AND JACK EDWARDS SCHOLAR-IN-RESIDENCE FUND**
mazel tov to
Congratulations on the birth of your grandson Alexander Rafael Hason Luedtke from Mike & Cynde Sawyer

**YOUTH GROUP FUND**
in memory of
Dan Schoenberg from Jessica, Adam, and Ellie Roubitchek